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different insights or off different dimensions of an insight (take
‘health’ – there’s a huge difference between ‘calorie counting’ 
and ‘balanced diet’). The most important factor is to make sure 
that each contender is markedly different from the next. Don’t 
dance on a pin head – when you get to research, your 
consumers will quickly tell you that they’re all the same – in
effect, ‘you’re wasting my time’ – not something you can afford 
to do. So: lots of contenders working off the insights you have 
identified, each single-minded and markedly different from the 
next. 

Freedom in a gilded cage
Positioning statements have a structure (see 
Chronicle from January ‘17) – the target consumer (the 

who) is linked (the why) to the brand, which powerfully and 
simply communicates where it competes (the frame), why it’s 
better (the what) and why you can trust it (the reason to 
believe). We call these the two wings of brand positioning –
linking the consumer to the brand. There are a few other 
important bits, but the point is, you can’t just cobble stuff 
together and fling it at the metaphorical wall. The contenders 
should be written to a consistent structure; and a single 
minded thought has to be clearly and boldly communicated 
right at the heart of each. The key is not to overload with lots 
of benefits. Pick the most important one ensure it sings out.

Caption > Description > Illustration
What is a positioning statement? What should it look 
like?  We often get asked this. Well as well as having 

critical component parts, you’ve also got to make sure it lands. 
And this is tricky because as consumers we have preferences
as to how we take on information. The best approach is to 
think about simplified NLP – there are visual, auditory and 
kinaesthetic learners – or to put it another way, you need a 
headline that encapsulates the proposition (the caption) - a 
clear description for those who want more detail and a simple 
illustration for those that take in data pictorially.

Ladders and springboards
Not merely component parts of high diving boards, but 
vital considerations for your propositions. Firstly, 

consider ladders. Don’t insult the intelligence of people you’re 
speaking to in research by spelling everything out… this 
means that. Rather, consider how what you write helps them 
imagine and ‘ladder’ up to a benefit for them. If you have to 
spell it out the benefits in the environment of a focused 
research session when people are exclusively thinking about 
your brand, then it’s a signal that you’ll struggle out in the real 
world when they’re not. Secondly, look out for springboards –
is the proposition engaging and interesting? Do they ‘lean in’ 
when chatting about it; are they more animated? And do they, 
importantly, come up with ideas off it? If so, then you’re on to 
something.

Pilot and Prove
Sometimes in industry you need a right first time
philosophy but with brand propositions, you really want a 

right second time, third time, fourth time approach. A brand 
positioning should be consistent over time and to get this it 
has stand up and be counted again and again. But how to 
mimic this in the time-pressured world of proposition testing?  
We call the Crow approach ‘Pilot and Validate’. Start with 
some pilot groups. See what people say, how they respond. 
Get rid of the under performers, hone the ones with potential, 
then go back and see if those learnings are validated. You’ll 
be amazed how much quicker you move and with more 
confidence by adding a few days to the research phase.

We help brands across multiple sectors understand their 
consumers and develop brand positionings with foundations of 
stone – get in touch if you think we can help your brands

A hot spot IS a good spot
You can only build a strong brand positioning if you know 
exactly who you are targeting and what potentially 

connects them to your brand. If you don’t have a market 
segmentation, and if you’re serious about building brands then 
it’s a must. Start with a broad qualitative view of the market to  
understand attitudes, behaviours and product use – in this 
alone there are years of value – and ideally quantify the 
market too – with a clear idea of the size of the prize for your 
target group and brand.  Contrary to what Mr Barrymore would 
have you believe, for a brand, a hot spot is a good spot.

You gotta be a Contender 
Even with a market segmentation, there can be 10s of 
start points for your brand positioning – we often see this 

as a point of stress for marketing teams, but it really needn’t 
be. At this stage the aim is to develop contenders that work off

As we’ve been reminded recently, it’s ten years since the 
financial crisis yet economies the world over continue to 
struggle to get much further ahead of where they were back in 
’08. Accelerated by it, there’s an on-going breakdown in trust 
around institutions that many of us felt would go on and on: 
church & religion vs. the state; governments and politicians; 
long-standing retailers and the shape of our ‘high street’; the 
way our children are educated or care is given to the sick or 
elderly – many of us feel trapped in a maelstrom of change as 
we attempt to adjust to the new normal…whatever that is. 
Brands therefore are crucial cornerstones in this changing 
world. For many, they are as reliable and consistent navigation 
points as anything else, and because our trust in so many 
institutions has eroded, brands have a unique opportunity to 
build long-lasting foundations that could underpin their success 
for years to come. It’s a shame that so much marketing 
commentary focuses on the tactics. Positioning a brand is –
and remains – one of the most crucial jobs of brand custodians. 
This edition of the Crow Chronicle* then focuses on that – the 
considerations you need to think about when building brand 
positioning.

*With heartfelt apologies to the editor of The Crewe Chronicle
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Thanks to everyone who has supported The 
Big Crow Adventure so far– the challenge 
is to ride 500 off-road miles in September. 
At the time of ‘going to press’, we’ve 
completed 456 and already beaten our 
fundraising target – any loose coppers for our    

charities – British Heart Foundation & St Giles 
Hospice Care would be hugely welcome!

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/DavidPreston6

https://scrattythecrow.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/crow-chronicle-january-2017-edition.pdf
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/DavidPreston6

